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Just in time for back-to-school, this beginning reader is about taking a school field trip!Jack's

kindergarten class goes on a field trip to the zoo! As they walk around the zoo, Jack hears all sorts

of sounds. There's the hoot of the howler monkey, the roar of the tiger, the caw of the parrots. When

the class hears a laughing sound, the teacher thinks that it's a hyena - but it turns out to be kids

laughing and playing at the zoo playground!
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My 5 year old daughter loves the Bob books. However I found that she is now in between the boxed

sets and chapter books. This is the perfect level. She can practice reading, yet not get frustrated

with longer chapter books. Glad to see these books for those emerging readers.

I am a retired teacher and find the BOB Books to be an excellent method for teaching my 4 year old

grandson to read. He loves the books and the "small steps" progression gives him early success

and confidence.

BOB books are the ideal books to read with early readers. As a teacher, my standards are quite



high with regards to early literacy and find that BOB books fit the bill of simple sentences and picture

cues perfectly. I highly recommend all BOB books and products.

My son was proud to read the whole book to his grandparents. It's a book, rather than the smaller

pamphlets that Bob Books puts out (that we also love), so my son felt like he was reading a real

book.

My daughter loves the Bob book sets as was so excited to see she could keep on reading with Bob

books at the next level. She loves the color on the books and it was the perfect next step after

completing the first 2 sets of Bob books and 2 sets of the Bob sight word sets. I highly recommend

these books!

I don't know why, but my 20 month old loves these books. This one is his favorite. I think he likes it

because the pictures are bright and simple. I imagine these will come in hand later too when he

starts reading. Thanks BOB.

Love the BOB book series. These were a nice addition to the boxed sets. The colorful pictures and

more involved stories invite my 5yr old daughter to read them. Usually she reads aloud with me

sitting next to her, but last night we finished our alotted bedtime reading, and she wanted to finish

this book so badly, she read it all by herself before bed and then turned her own light out. Very

pleased.

It is time for the school trip to the zoo. Jack and Bill are partnered up for the day. Join them as they

journey around the zoo, following the sounds, smells, and noises; some they know and some they

do not. But it is a great adventure for all.The BOB books are wonderfully written and have bright

vibrant illustrations. They keep the attention of children through many readings, both as they have

the story read to them and as they grow and work on reading the books themselves. It's a fun book

in a great series of resources for children in your life.
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